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Online reviewing made easy

Versioning control and display
Aproove uses a “Time Machine” like functionality to 
display page versions. Each time a new page that 
includes creative corrections is pushed, Aproove 
can display older versions in seconds. This feature 
permits very fast comparison of “before” and 
“after” from any to any version. If you cannot see 
the difference directly, Aproove can display the 
differences via a highlighted “RED” for the viewer.

Powerful annotation flow  
management (AFM tool)
When job submission is done, all concerned users are notified 
using a custom made email. This email is written in the end 
user language and invites concerned users to login. Each user 
has their own interface to annotate, approve pages or the whole 
job. Users can be grouped into a closed environment where they 
are able to share notes privately (like in a virtual meeting room). 
Only pertinent annotation can go to the upper level. The group 
manager chooses these annotations. The last upper level is the 
agency, the printshop or simply you. This offers a very powerful 
collaborative solution for any document.

Quick invitation process 
When job submission is done, some key users or job managers can 
invite attendees on the fly. The invitation can be for a guest (anonymous 
– needs only an email address) or named user (existing user).The  
invited people receive a custom email in their own language with a 
link inside that points directly to the appropriate part of a page (right 
zoom level) or of a job (one or more pages), in the right display mode 
(default, flipbook, layout, comparison, etc.). No login and password are 
needed to use invitation. You can either manage the complete job using 
invitation or a part of it, its up to you! This dramatically simplified job 
pre‑configuration and offers a very powerful way to manage exceptions 
in the workflow as well as very complex decision workflow where it is 
almost impossible to plan the decision tree accurately.
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Interactive PUSH 
technology
Wherever you are, you will never 
need to refresh your browser to see 
new annotations or page status 
changes, everything is instant using 
PUSH technology. Collaboration 
has never been so easy.

Real‑time fast hi‑res zoom and annotation
Aproove uses a unique technology to instantly stream any zoom level inside 
the document. Only hi‑res documents are used in Aproove because the speed 
of the system is completely file size independent. With Aproove, there is no 
latency, or wait to see the real hi‑res content. Annotation tools consist of only 
ONE tool clever enough to behave correctly depending on the context (text, 
image, layout, etc.). One tool means no training and is very simple to avoid any 
misunderstanding between end users and technicians.

Client runs on any 
platform
Aproove runs on MAC, PC, iPad, 
iPhone, Android and Blackberry. 
Choose the native app you 
prefer. No plugin, no firewall 
configuration and as fast as the 
browser interface.

Secured access across multiple locations
Aproove access is done using classical login and password methods. All 
administration is done using a browser through the internet. The internal 
structure of Aproove is based at least on two parts:

•	 The web front end.

•	 The Job Processing Engine  
(formerly called the agent)  
running on your local network.

•	 Both Web Server and Job 
Processing Engine can be fully 
Virtualised.

In case of multiple production 
locations, you only need to add an 
agent on your remote production 
sites’ file server and browse it 
in the unified web front end. This 
offers to your company the capability to 
manage remote locations from one single 
web front end with secured access.

Enterprise level & secured architecture

Hi‑res zoom

Create notes

Highlight text 

Highlight images

API Integration
With a full developer  
kit available you have 
the capability to integrate  
Aproove into your current DAM 
or MIS system.


